TO: CATALOG & METADATA SERVICES
USE FOR LARGE SCALE COLLECTIONS PROJECTS ONLY

DATE SENT: _________________________

SENDER’S INITIALS: ___________________

Check the most relevant category below:

___Incorrect/Mismatched Bib Record

___No Bib Record in Millennium
   (not for materials to be withdrawn)

___NRLF Reject: Bib Record Problem (please also
   include any information sent from NRLF)

___ Other bibliographic problem (provide details below)

Please see “Technical Processing Work Related to Large Scale Collection Projects" (aka The Triage Guide) for information on how to handle problems not included on this flag.

Do not use this flag or the triage process for current materials (e.g., newly received materials (PromptCat and non-PromptCat)) or cataloging issues not related to Large Scale Collection Projects (e.g, serial title changes). Please report these to BadCat.
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